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This valuable and accessible work provides comprehensive information on America's
top public companies, listing over 10,000 publicly traded companies from the New York,
NASDAQ and OTC exchanges. All companies have assets of more than $5 million and
are filed with the SEC. Each entry describes business activity, 5 year sales, income,
earnings per share, assets and liabilities. Senior employees, major shareholders and
directors are also named. The seven indices give an unrivalled access to the
information.
In Collective Courage, Jessica Gordon Nembhard chronicles African American
cooperative business ownership and its place in the movements for Black civil rights
and economic equality. Not since W. E. B. Du Bois’s 1907 Economic Co-operation
Among Negro Americans has there been a full-length, nationwide study of African
American cooperatives. Collective Courage extends that story into the twenty-first
century. Many of the players are well known in the history of the African American
experience: Du Bois, A. Philip Randolph and the Ladies' Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, Nannie Helen Burroughs, Fannie Lou Hamer, Ella Jo Baker,
George Schuyler and the Young Negroes’ Co-operative League, the Nation of Islam,
and the Black Panther Party. Adding the cooperative movement to Black history results
in a retelling of the African American experience, with an increased understanding of
African American collective economic agency and grassroots economic organizing. To
tell the story, Gordon Nembhard uses a variety of newspapers, period magazines, and
journals; co-ops’ articles of incorporation, minutes from annual meetings, newsletters,
budgets, and income statements; and scholarly books, memoirs, and biographies.
These sources reveal the achievements and challenges of Black co-ops, collective
economic action, and social entrepreneurship. Gordon Nembhard finds that African
Americans, as well as other people of color and low-income people, have benefitted
greatly from cooperative ownership and democratic economic participation throughout
the nation’s history.
Discover how to feel your best and balance your hormones, naturally. Healthy
Hormones is about making small and realistic changes to help your body function at its
optimum level. Naturopath Belinda Kirkpatrick helps you understand your hormones
and provides easy ways to manage symptoms, hormonal conditions and fertility through
diet and lifestyle. Expert nutritional advice and lifestyle tips are combined with answers
to the many questions that women have asked Belinda during a decade of clinical
practice. Healthy Hormones features 50 deliciously healthy family recipes, specially
created, styled and photographed by recipe developer Ainsley Johnstone. The dishes
are tailored around hormone-balancing ingredients and nutrient-dense fertility foods.
'As a woman and a medical doctor, I recommend all women read this delicious book to
help them make practical and daily choices. It's a book that nicely balances scientific
explanations with nourishing food truths.' Dr Natasha Andreadis, Fertility and Hormone
Specialist, Gynaecologist, Clinical Lecturer, University of Sydney
Make informed business decisions with the beginner's guide to financial modeling using
Microsoft Excel Financial Modeling in Excel For Dummies is your comprehensive guide
to learning how to create informative, enlightening financial models today. Not a math
whiz or an Excel power-user? No problem! All you need is a basic understanding of
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Excel to start building simple models with practical hands-on exercises and before you
know it, you'll be modeling your way to optimized profits for your business in no time.
Excel is powerful, user-friendly, and is most likely already installed on your
computer—which is why it has so readily become the most popular financial modeling
software. This book shows you how to harness Excel's capabilities to determine
profitability, develop budgetary projections, model depreciation, project costs, value
assets and more. You'll learn the fundamental best practices and know-how of financial
modeling, and how to put them to work for your business and your clients. You'll learn
the tools and techniques that bring insight out of the numbers, and make better
business decisions based on quantitative evidence. You'll discover that financial
modeling is an invaluable resource for your business, and you'll wonder why you've
waited this long to learn how! Companies around the world use financial modeling for
decision making, to steer strategy, and to develop solutions. This book walks you
through the process with clear, expert guidance that assumes little prior knowledge.
Learn the six crucial rules to follow when building a successful financial model Discover
how to review and edit an inherited financial model and align it with your business and
financial strategy Solve client problems, identify market projections, and develop
business strategies based on scenario analysis Create valuable customized templates
models that can become a source of competitive advantage From multinational
corporations to the mom-and-pop corner store, there isn't a business around that
wouldn't benefit from financial modeling. No need to buy expensive specialized
software—the tools you need are right there in Excel. Financial Modeling in Excel For
Dummies gets you up to speed quickly so you can start reaping the benefits today!
Described as "Who owns whom, the family tree of every major corporation in America, " the
directory is indexed by name (parent and subsidiary), geographic location, Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) Code, and corporate responsibility.
Only 15% of employees worldwide are engaged at work. This represents a major barrier to
productivity for organizations everywhere – and suggests a staggering waste of human
potential. Why is this engagement number so low? There are many reasons — but resistance to
rapid change is a big one, Gallup’s research and experience have discovered. In particular,
organizations have been slow to adapt to breakneck changes produced by information
technology, globalization of markets for products and labor, the rise of the gig economy, and
younger workers’ unique demands. Gallup’s 2017 State of the Global Workplace offers
analytics and advice for organizational leaders in countries and regions around the globe who
are trying to manage amid this rapid change. Grounded in decades of Gallup research and
consulting worldwide -- and millions of interviews -- the report advises that leaders improve
productivity by becoming far more employee-centered; build strengths-based organizations to
unleash workers’ potential; and hire great managers to implement the positive change their
organizations need not only to survive – but to thrive.
Since it was established by Ove Arup in 1946, Arup has been the design, architectural and
engineering genius behind many of the world's leading buildings and urban areas. The team
has been pivotal in creating some of the world's best-known developments: from the
groundbreaking Sydney Opera House to the unconventional Centre Pompidou in Paris and
Crossrail, the largest construction project in Europe today. Beyond iconic buildings, Arup's
influence is also in evidence behind the scenes. The hidden hand of the engineer has
transformed many of our everyday experiences - often without us knowing. Arup has
developed leading fire-safety systems in airports, cooling systems in museums to protect
priceless artworks, and its experience with acoustics ensures every note is heard in the
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world’s leading opera houses. The book focuses on some of the biggest global issues to arise
over the past 70 years. They include the population explosion and subsequent increase in city
living, as well as changes in transport patterns that have fuelled the construction of airports,
roads, rail and bridges, and even the democratisation of sporting events. Looking at Arup's
work under the lens of these world-shaping events, we show how this is a firm that has not just
responded to a changing world, but has anticipated and led many of those changes. Arup
takes its place in society seriously. Collaborations such as the partnership with C40 to tackle
climate change are impacting the way future generations will live. Looking to the future, this is
a firm that will continue on its mission to shape a better world.
Health & Nutrition Book

First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
A hands-on guide to using Excel in the business context First published in 2012, Using
Excel for Business and Financial Modelling contains step-by-step instructions of how to
solve common business problems using financial models, including downloadable
Excel templates, a list of shortcuts and tons of practical tips and techniques you can
apply straight away. Whilst there are many hundreds of tools, features and functions in
Excel, this book focuses on the topics most relevant to finance professionals. It covers
these features in detail from a practical perspective, but also puts them in context by
applying them to practical examples in the real world. Learn to create financial models
to help make business decisions whilst applying modelling best practice methodology,
tools and techniques. • Provides the perfect mix of practice and theory • Helps you
become a DIY Excel modelling specialist • Includes updates for Excel 2019/365 and
Excel for Mac • May be used as an accompaniment to the author’s online and face-toface training courses Many people are often overwhelmed by the hundreds of tools in
Excel, and this book gives clarity to the ones you need to know in order to perform your
job more efficiently. This book also demystifies the technical, design, logic and financial
skills you need for business and financial modelling.
The industry's all-in-one buying guide.
Utilise Excel 2013 capabilities to build effective financial models Using Excel for
Business Analysis, Revised Edition provides practical guidance for anyone looking to
build financial models. Whether for business proposals, opportunity evaluation, financial
reports, or any other business finance application, this book shows you how to design,
create, and test your model, then present your results effectively using Excel 2013. The
book opens with a general guide to financial modelling, with each subsequent chapter
building skill upon skill until you have a real, working model of your own. Financial tools,
features, and functions are covered in detail from a practical perspective, and put in
context with application to real-world examples. Each chapter focuses on a different
aspect of Excel modelling, including step-by-step instructions that walk you through
each feature, and the companion website provides live model worksheets that give you
the real hands-on practice you need to start doing your job faster, more efficiently, and
with fewer errors. Financial modelling is an invaluable business tool, and Excel 2013 is
capable of supporting the most common and useful models most businesses need.
This book shows you how to dig deeper into Excel's functionality to craft effective
financial models and provide important information that informs good decision-making.
Learn financial modelling techniques and best practice Master the formulas and
functions that bring your model to life Apply stress testing and sensitivity analysis with
advanced conditionals Present your results effectively, whether graphically, orally, or
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written A deceptively powerful application, Excel supports many hundreds of tools,
features, and functions; Using Excel for Business Analysis eliminates the irrelevant to
focus on those that are most useful to business finance users, with detailed guidance
toward utilisation and best practice.
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It's time to take your business to the next level. Eileen Sharp and Vic Hightower
were frustrated. After years of profitable, predictable growth, Swan Services was
in a rut. Meetings were called and discussions held, but few decisions were made
and even less got done. People were pointing fingers and assigning blame, but
nothing happened to solve Swan's mounting problems. It felt as though they were
working harder than ever but with less impact. The company Eileen and Vic had
founded and built for 10 years was a different place. It just wasn't fun anymore.
Their story is not unusual. The challenges they were facing are common,
predictable, and solvable. Get A Grip tells the story of how Swan Services
resolves its issues by implementing the Entrepreneurial Operating System®. With
the help of EOS, Eileen, Vic, and their leadership team master a set of
managerial tools that allow them to get traction on their business, grow the
business, and deliver better results for clients. The story of Swan Services is a
fable, but the Entrepreneurial Operating System® is very real and has helped
thousands of businesses worldwide. A complete entrepreneurial toolkit, EOS has
helped thousands of businesses get to where they want to be. In Get A Grip,
learn how Swan Services leaders learned to develop and commit to a clear
vision, establish focus, build discipline, and create a healthier and more cohesive
team. With characters and situations created from collective business
experiences and stories, Get A Grip is a fable that will ring true for
entrepreneurial leaders the world over and guide them to get their companies on
track.
One of Australia's leading architects, Angelo Candalepas achieved widespread
recognition for his winning entry in the 1994 international competition for housing
at the Point in Sydney's Pyrmont neighborhood. Over the next twenty-five years,
his Sidney-based firm, Candalepas Associates, has won numerous awards and
industry accolades and been widely praised. The first full book dedicated to
Candalepas, Angelo Candalepas: Buildings and Projects features a selection of
the firm's key designs through photographs, plans, elevations, drawings, and
sketches. Drawing inspiration from past masters of architecture, such as Louis I.
Kahn, Carlo Scarpa, and Le Corbusier, as well as eminent Australian architects
like Glenn M. Murcutt, Richard Johnson, and Colin Madigan, Candalepas has
incorporated their legacy into a wholly original body of work of a quality rarely
found in Australian contemporary architecture. Completed buildings that mark
milestones in the firm's development are featured alongside unrealized projects,
offering insight into the firm's future trajectory. The book also includes essays by
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Spanish architect and educator Alberto Campo Baeza and Sydney-based
architect and critic Laura Harding, as well as an essay by Candalepas himself. A
comprehensive, lavishly illustrated survey, Angelo Candalepas: Buildings and
Projects celebrates the outstanding achievements of Candalepas Associates to
date.
If you're passionate about using interactive group games to help people interact,
share and connect - and have no equipment whatsoever - this book is for
you.Interactive group games and activities are one of the most powerful (and
attractive) ways to help people connect. And research clearly shows that the
most successful programs in the world are those which intentionally build trusting
and healthy relationships.In this entertaining and simple how-to guide, Mark
Collard distils 30+ years of experience to help you harness the power of group
games to have fun and leave your group feeling engaged, valued and
meaningfully connected to one another. All without props.This book will help
you:Learn 150+ interactive group games & activities that people love, are
universally appealing & require no props to play;Know the difference between an
'ice-breaker' and an 'ice-maker;'Understand why the latest research demands
that we help our groups connect first before we deliver our content;Use five
powerful tools to engage unwilling participants, create productive teams &
exceed your group's expectations; andApply a simple four-step program design
model that is guaranteed to invite your group to play, interact, trust &
learn.Exclusive BonusesTo help you make all of this super-easy, No Props No
Problem comes with four unique, value-added resources:QR code for every
activity to access online video tutorials, leadership tips, variations & so much
more;30-Days Free access to playmeo's ever-expanding activity database
(premium subscribers already have immediate access);Free Group Games App
to access everything in the palm of your hand; andForty Ready-to-Play Program
Templates for 12 to 100+ people.This book makes no props, no problem, and will
help you squeeze more than just fun out of your programs.Grab your copy of No
Props No Problem today.Written by Mark Collard, 2018 (272 pages)
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